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What if we could make our crops resistant to weavils who like to eat them?
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What if we could make rice produce vitamins to treat the world’s 
malnourished?
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What if we  could take the bone marrow cells of an individual with sickle cell 
anemia, cut out the gene for sickle cell hemoglobin and replace it with a 
normal hemoglobin gene?

What is we could splice the gene for normal cystic fibrosis into a virus and 
have that virus infect a patient’s lung cells to put the good gene into the lung 
cells?
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What if we could eat our vaccines instead of injecting them?
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What if we can make cancer cells glow like a jelly fish so we can follow their 
progress during basic research?

All of these questions depend on a  thorough understanding of one molecule,
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1944

http://www.dakotacom.net/~clamunyon/F01MolGen/F01MolGenSyl.html&h=
244&w=440&sz=27&tbnid=DMMyzIB7XxIJ:&tbnh=68&tbnw=123&hl=en&
start=17&prev=/images%3Fq%3DOswald%2BAvery%26svnum%3D10%26hl
%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DG
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http://www.anselm.edu/homepage/jpitocch/genbio/hersheychaseexpt.JPG 
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Watson and Crick - Nobel Prize in  1953 
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http://asm.wku.edu/pix/cells/nucleotide3_big.gif
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Pyrimidines (C, T &U) - Single rings
Purines (A & G) - Double Rings
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http://library.thinkquest.org/C0118084/Gene/Genes_and_Traits/Examples_file
s/Charga2.gif
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Worked in Maurince Wilkin’s Lab
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http://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/dynamicImages/understandGenetics/basics/DNA.jpg

Beauty:  Model suggests mechanism of DNA replication!
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http://ghr.nlm.nih.gov/dynamicImages/understandGenetics/basics/DNA.jpg

Beauty:  Model suggests mechanism of DNA replication!
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Try http://fig.cox.miami.edu/~cmallery/150/gene/16x5bc.jpg
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Try http://fig.cox.miami.edu/~cmallery/150/gene/16x5bc.jpg
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Recall Telomeres
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http://www.emc.maricopa.edu/faculty/farabee/BIOBK/cendogma.gif

Review what proteins are
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Codons
1 base = 4 codons
2 bases = 16 codons
3  Bases = 64 codons
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Promotors RNA polymerase binds and start transcription

Terminator is region of DNA where transcription stops

Differential gene activation (only some genes active In each cell)
Enhancers - bind transcriptional factors and activate the genes associated with 
it.

- increase the efficiency of RNA polymerase 
binding (volume control)

- methylation occurs in enhancer regions.  If 
methylated, no enhancer can bind.
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Cap and a poly A tail, too

Eukaryotes Only!!

Why do we care?
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Sickle cell anemia

Achondroplasia (dwarfish - one base change, one amino acid change, mutant 
receptor for growth factors, short arms and legs

Missense vs nonsense
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